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A Direct Semantic Characterization of RELFUNyHarold BoleyDeutsches Forschungszentrum f�ur K�unstliche IntelligenzBox 2080, D-6750 Kaiserslautern, F. R. Germanyboley@informatik.uni-kl.deAbstractThis paper attempts a direct semantic formalization of �rst-order relational-functional languages (the characteristic RELFUN subset) in terms of a generalizedmodel concept. Function-de�ning conditional equations (or, footed clauses) andactive call-by-value expressions (in clause premises) are integrated into �rst-ordertheories. Herbrand models are accomodated to relational-functional programs bynot only containing ground atoms but also ground molecules, i.e. speci�c func-tion applications paired with values. Extending SLD-resolution toward innermostconditional narrowing of relational-functional clauses, SLV-resolution is introduced,which, e.g., attens active expressions. The TP -operator is generalized analogously,e.g. by unnesting ground-clause premises. Soundness and completeness proofs forSLV-resolution naturally extend the corresponding results in logic programming.1 IntroductionRELFUN is a logic language primarily extended by call-by-value (eager) functions thatmay be non-ground, non-deterministic, varying-arity, and higher-order. These functionsare de�ned by extended Horn clauses having a `foot' premise for value returning. This ex-tension can also be viewed as (directed) conditional equations permitting `extra' variablesin conditions, which may accumulate partial results. It entails the following syntacticchanges of PROLOG:Footed clauses: Starting with DATALOG, \:-"-rules may be augmented by an am-persand in�x, \&", between the normal body premises and the foot premise; facts(empty bodies), by a joined in�x, \:-&".Active expressions: Proceeding to PROLOG, passive structures are rewritten usingsquare brackets, \[...]", reserving round parentheses, \(...)", for RELFUN'sactive call-by-value expressions (permitted in premises).�This research was supported by the BMFT under Grant ITW 8902 C4.yThis research was supported by the BMFT under Grant ITW 8902 C4.



As shown by the Fibonacci programs in example 1, RELFUN's function-de�ning footedclauses (e.g. for fibfun) can be developed from PROLOG-like relation-de�ning Hornclauses (e.g. for fibrel) via an intermediate footed-clause form using a generalized re-lational is-primitive in a functional, let-like manner (e.g. for fibfis). When readingsuch clauses we extend PROLOG's \... if ..." for \... :- ..." to \... if ... returns ..."for \... :- ... & ..." (or just \... returns ..." for \... :-& ..."). 1Example 1 Recursive Fibonacci relations and functions in RELFUN.fibris(N,F) :- F is fibfun(N).fibrel(0,s[0]).fibrel(s[0],s[0]).fibrel(s[s[N]],F) :- fibrel(N,X), fibrel(s[N],Y), plusrel(X,Y,F).fibfis(0) :-& s[0].fibfis(s[0]) :-& s[0].fibfis(s[s[N]]) :- X is fibfis(N), Y is fibfis(s[N]) & plusfun(X,Y).fibfun(0) :-& s[0].fibfun(s[0]) :-& s[0].fibfun(s[s[N]]) :-& plusfun(fibfun(N),fibfun(s[N])).plusrel(0,N,N).plusrel(s[M],N,P) :- plusrel(M,s[N],P).plusfun(0,N) :-& N.plusfun(s[M],N) :-& plusfun(M,s[N]).Relation de�nitions in RELFUN employ generalized Horn clauses, namely `hornish'clauses, which may again call arbitrary functions, either within any argument of a relationcall or the right-hand side (rhs) of the is-primitive (e.g. in fibris). So the body premisesof hornish clauses are relational on the top-level (just binding variables, like Horn-clausepremises), but may contain functional applications (also returning values). Conversely,the head and foot of footed clauses can be regarded as the two sides of an equation, givingthese clauses a principal functional avor, although their body conditions are exactly likethe relational top-level premises of hornish clauses. Altogether, RELFUN's clauses tightlyintegrate relational and functional characteristics. 21While the in�x \:-&" corresponds to a (directed, unconditional) \ = ", the mix�x \:- ... &"corresponds to a (directed, conditional) \ :::= ". However, we will not formalize functions using a logicwith a distinguished (directed) equality predicate, but will `build in' \:-&" and \:- ... &" even moredeeply, as new connectives.2Still, rather than indiscriminately speaking of `relational-functional' language constructs, we will di-dactically distinguish `relational' and `functional' constructs on the basis of their principal characteristics.2



The following functional version of J.W. Lloyd's relational slowsort example [7] showsthe use of non-ground and non-deterministic subfunction calls for de�ning a deterministicmain function.Example 2 A functional slowsort program in RELFUN.% Sort filters non-deterministic permutations through sorted:sort(X) :-& sorted(perm(X)).% Return sorted lists unchanged, fail for unsorted ones:sorted([]) :-& [].sorted([X]) :-& [X].sorted([X,Y|Z]) :- lesseq(X,Y) & cons(X,sorted([Y|Z])).% Permute by a non-ground delete call returning U-less lists% and binding U for a cons call enclosing the perm recursion:perm([]) :-& [].perm([X|Y]) :-& cons(U,perm(delete(U,[X|Y]))).% Non-deterministically delete X elements from list argument:delete(X,[X|Y]) :-& Y.delete(X,[Y|Z]) :-& cons(Y,delete(X,Z)).% A less-or-equal relation over s-terms:lesseq(0,X).lesseq(s[X],s[Y]) :- lesseq(X,Y).% cons(h,t) calls h and t by value, [h|t] only instantiates h and t:cons(X,Y) :-& [X|Y].Since programs for Fibonacci numbers, list sorting, and many other purposes are nor-mally used in a deterministicmode, we think they should be formulated as functions ratherthan relations, indicating the preferred direction of computation. However, in RELFUNsuch functions still permit inverse calls (e.g. s[0] is fibfun(W) non-deterministicallybinds W to 0 or s[0]) and can make natural internal use of relations (e.g. lesseq) andnon-deterministic functions (e.g. perm and delete).A comprehensive overview of RELFUN and related work as well as pointers to its appli-cations and to its original operational (interpretative), LISP-implemented semantics canbe found in [3]. Among the tools of the RELFUN implementation there is a term-rewritingalgorithm relationalize for transforming footed and hornish clauses into Horn clauses,thus indirectly characterizing their model-theoretic semantics. However, this semantic in-directness makes our understanding of functions totally dependent on our understandingof relations (inverting the dependency incurred by the LISP-based interpreter), whereaswe work towards \equal declarative depth" for both of them.3



The present paper thus attempts to directly characterize the semantics of `basic' REL-FUN, the pure-RELFUN subset exemplifying �xed-arity �rst-order relational-functionallanguages, in terms of a generalized model concept: RELFUNmodels contain both atoms(relations) and directed unconditional equations (functions). This would permit acommon foundation of logic and functional programming, reducing the gap between thesedeclarative paradigms. Through a model-theoretic foundation of relational-functionallanguages, the semantic characteristics available or lacking in either of these declarative-programming paradigms can be assessed in a way more neutral than via the indirection ofmutual implementions of, and cross-translations between these paradigms. For instance,on the basis of our characterization we can study such questions as \How will functionalcall-by-value expressions enrich (and complicate) the semantics of relational languages?"or \How will the relational meaning of non-ground arguments carry over to the functionalmeaning of arguments and returned values?" Another important motivation of the presentwork is to make the many alternative relational-functional integration proposals (see, e.g.,[1] and [4]) comparable on a common ground, revealing their deeper, non-syntactic di�er-ences. Finally, we think the model-theoretic treatment can provide us with a long-termyardstick for developing a `minimal' integration of the essential concepts of relational andfunctional languages: in the multitude of integration proposals, only \Occam's razor" canhelp sorting out the proper integration constructs from other \nice features".In fact, with basic RELFUN we have attempted to operationally explore a tight, min-imum integration of the concepts of a relation and a function themselves. Among otherthings, the classical eager functional expressions (innermost reduction) have been ex-tended to non-deterministic function nestings to accomodate relational non-determinism.Then, the semantic interpretation of functions just uses mappings to sets of domain in-dividuals, and expressions are semantically evaluated using expression assignments, anatural, set-valued extension of relational term assignments. These semantic extensionsare less complicated than the semantics of lazy expressions (outermost reduction) as arelational-functional integration concept, as introduced by other recent proposals (e.g.,K-LEAF [6] and BABEL [8]): eagerness keeps the semantics strict and simple, whereaslaziness accepts the non-strictness overhead to give a meaning to uni�cations involvingnon-terminating expressions. While basic RELFUN's operational integration conceptsmay be close to a minimum, its current model-theoretic characterization is still quitepreliminary and will certainly need further simpli�cation and improvement.On the other hand, pure-RELFUN extensions of the present treatment could directlyincorporate the semantics of varying-arity operations, which can also be reduced to unaryones over lists. Similarly, RELFUN's higher-order operations should not be too di�cultto add, as they are restricted to those reducible to �rst-order operations using an applydummy as introduced for corresponding PROLOG extensions by D. H. D. Warren [10].While these two extensions have long existed in the implementedRELFUN system, furtherextensions such as �nite domains will �rst require their own operational test phase beforewe can think of including them in the formal semantics. Finally, some aspects of ourRELFUN extensions of SLD-resolution, Herbrand models, and TP -operators will probablybe transferable to other languages. 4



Our basic semantic treatment draws heavily on chapters 1 and 2 of J. W. Lloyd'sbook [7], construing a parallel between �rst-order relations and �rst-order functions, en-abled by suitably generalizing the latter in a non-ground, non-deterministic fashion. Thisrelational-functional parallel in the formal de�nitions given here derived from consid-erations in language design such as expressive power, orthogonality, and uniformity ofconstructs. But it also simpli�es transferring foundation theorems of logic programming(as found, e.g., in J. W. Lloyd's book) to eager, non-ground, non-deterministic �rst-orderfunctional programming and to uni�ed relational-functional programming. We think thata fundament for functional programming should be `grounded' on a level as deep asthe (Herbrand-)model-theoretic fundament of relational programming. Speci�cally thismeans that we will try to establish function de�nitions as subsets ff(a1; :::; an) :-& b; : : :gof so-called ground `molecules' (directed unconditional equations) from the Herbrand`cross' just like relation de�nitions are established as subsets fr(a1; :::; an); : : :g of groundatoms from the Herbrand base. Intuitively, Herbrand cross models employ moleculesfor the `pointwise' de�nition of a (discrete) function, akin to the familiar notion of the`graph' (or `extension') of a function as a set of pairs. Avoiding dependencies betweenthe molecules of such a model which correspond to the usual `functionality' restrictionf(a1; :::; an) :-& b ^ f(a1; :::; an) :-& c =) b = c, it will simplify this semantics that wepermit b 6= c i.e., non-deterministic functions. 3 Una�ected by non-determinism, thedirectedness of functional computation is expressed by the `f(a1; :::; an)-to-b' order ofeach molecule f(a1; :::; an) :-& b in an Herbrand cross model.On the basis of the uni�ed pure-RELFUN constructs, the impure relational-functionalfeatures can also be introduced in a uniform manner. For instance, after proving resultscorresponding to the \independence of the computation rule" in [7], we could proceed from`and-parallel' to `and-sequential' relational-functional premise evaluation, which is the op-erational semantics actually implemented for RELFUN (just as for PROLOG). Similarly,the resolution/model-theoretic `or-parallelism' of relational-functional clauses could beweakened toward the operational (but implementation-incomplete!) `or-sequentialism'of backtracking. Finally, functions and relations can be forced to operate (more) de-terministically using the same cut, commit, or substitute constructs; however, adaptingour model-theoretic approach to such optional determinism speci�cations may be di�cultbecause of the semantic problems with cut-like notions.2 Extending First-Order Theories to First-OrderRelational-Functional TheoriesWe now begin with the formal development of �rst-order relational-functional program-ming by `functionally' extending the \Foundations of Logic Programming" [7], whichshould also be consulted for references to classical work.3(Re)specializing RELFUN to a sublanguage with only deterministic functions would cause semanticchanges starting o� from the interpretation concept. (While our non-deterministic function symbolsare assigned mappings to the powerset of the domain, deterministic function symbols could be assignedconstructor-like mappings to the domain itself.) Within models the `deterministic-function' restrictioncould then be introduced as an axiom, but this would change Herbrand's sets to (non-free) algebras.5



A �rst-order relational-functional theory consists of:1. An alphabet.2. A �rst-order relational-functional language (the well-formed formulas of the theory).3. A set of axioms (a designated subset of the well-formed formulas).4. A set of inference rules.De�nition 1 The alphabet of a �rst-order relational-functional theory consists of nineclasses of symbols (some notational conventions are given in parentheses, where all lettersused may be subscripted):1. Variables (normally denoted by the letters x, y, and z). 42. Constants (normally denoted by the letters a, b, and c).3. Constructors5 (normally denoted by the letters j, k, and l).4. Function symbols (normally denoted by the letters f, g, and h).5. Relation symbols6 (normally denoted by the letters p, q, and r).6. Functional connectives (two binary in�xes denoted by is and :-& and a ternarymix�x denoted by :- together with &).7. Relational connectives (a unary pre�x denoted by : and binary in�xes denoted by^, _, :- , and $).78. Quanti�ers (denoted by 9 and 8).9. Punctuation symbols (\ [", \ ]", \ (", \ )", and \ ;").The union of the classes of function and relation symbols will be referred to as operationsymbols or, briey, operators.Note that RELFUN's implemented operational semantics does not di�erentiate sub-classes for constructor, function, and relation symbols but contextually distinguishes usesof symbols from a united class, even permitting a given symbol to have occurrences inmore than one subclass (e.g., the main operator symbol of a body premise will act as arelation but may re-occur in a foot premise, where it will act as a function; also, meta-callsmake operators from constructors).4In larger examples we will capitalize variable names and use digit su�xes instead of subscripts, e.g.x1 becoming X1, to conform to RELFUN's actual PROLOG-like naming conventions.5Often called \functors" or even \function symbols" in the literature.6Often called \predicate symbols" in the literature.7Much like in PROLOG's program clauses, \:-" without a consecutive \&" plays the role of \ ".6



De�nition 2 A term is de�ned inductively:1. A variable is a term.2. A constant is a term.3. If k is an n-ary constructor and t1; : : : ; tn are terms, then k[t1; : : : ; tn] is a term,called a structure.The above use of square brackets for applying a constructor to arguments clearly setso� `passive' structures from `active' operator applications as de�ned below with the moreusual round parentheses. In our semantic treatment of relational-functional languagesthe bracketing type serves readability but provides no information beyond that alreadyimplicit in the symbol classes, `constructor' vs. `operator'. In the implemented version ofRELFUN, not distinguishing symbol classes, this information is exclusively conveyed by\[:::]" vs. \(:::)".In RELFUN cns is employed as the binary list constructor (LISP's cons or \."), andnil, as usual, as the constant denoting the empty list. Externally, a list term having theright-recursively nested form cns[t1; cns[t2; cns[: : : ; cns[tn; t] : : :]]] is written (PROLOG-like) as the linearized varying-arity term [t1; t2; : : : ; tn] for t = nil or, [t1; t2; : : : ; tnjt] for tbeing a variable. However, we regard the varying-arity form as (passive) applications ofa constructor tup, understood to precede unpre�xed \[:::]"-terms.De�nition 3 An expression is de�ned inductively:1. A term is an expression.2. If f is an n-ary function symbol and E1; : : : ; En are expressions, then f(E1; : : : ; En)is an expression, called an application; if all of E1; : : : ; En are terms, f(E1; : : : ; En)is called a at application.Such a notion of expressions is essential in functional programming, but lacks in non-extended logic programming (in [7], \expression" is given a di�erent, peripheral meaning).De�nition 4 A (well-formed) formula is de�ned inductively:1. If r is an n-ary relation symbol and E1; : : : ; En are expressions, then r(E1; : : : ; En)is a formula, called a relationship; if all of E1; : : : ; En are terms, r(E1; : : : ; En) iscalled a at relationship or, since this is the most basic kind of formula, an atomicformula or, simply, an atom.2. If E is an expression and t is a term, then (t is E) is a formula, called a settingformula or, simply, a setter; if E is a at application, (t is E) is called a at setter;if E is a term, (t is E) is called a term setter.7



3. If e is a at application and E is an expression, then (e :-& E) is a formula; if Eis a term, (e :-& E) is called a molecular formula or, simply, a molecule.4. If e is a at application, E is an expression, and W is a formula, then (e :- W & E)is a formula.5. If W1 and W2 are formulas, then so are (:W1), (W1^W2), (W1_W2), (W1 :- W2),and (W1 $ W2).6. If W is a formula and x is a variable, then (9xW ) and (8xW ) are formulas.The restriction of e being a at application in items 3. and 4. reects the \construc-tor discipline" [9] of RELFUN's footed clauses. It could be dropped in a more generalequational treatment of �rst-order relational-functional languages. Conversely, instead ofletting W1 be an arbitrary formula in (W1 :- W2) of item 5., it could be immediatelyrestricted to an atomic formula (at relationship), as required for RELFUN's hornishclauses.Note that the parentheses employed to build applications and relationships are in-dispensible parts of the syntax. The parentheses around entire formulas, however, arejust used for grouping and will frequently be omitted if no ambiguities arise under thefollowing partial precedence order: \:", \8", \9" precede \is" precedes \^" precedes\_" precedes \:-&", \:- ... &", \:-", \$".There is a close kinship between at setters and molecules, which will be con�rmedin de�nition 16. Thus, an operation that switches between both formula types will beconvenient.De�nition 5 The self-inverse setter/molecule swapping operation \
" is de�ned as anexponentiation operator over sets of molecules, at setters, and relationships (the ui mustbe terms):8 r(u1; : : : ; um)
 = r(u1; : : : ; um)(t is g(u1; : : : ; um))
 = g(u1; : : : ; um) :-& t(g(u1; : : : ; um) :-& t)
 = t is g(u1; : : : ; um)fF1; : : : ; Fng
 = fF
1 ; : : : ; F
n gExample 3 a; b; c; x; y; k[a; x; b], l[y; y], and k[a; l[y; y]; b] areterms; f(y; k[a; l[y; y]; b]; c; l[y; y]) is a at application; r(b; f(y; k[a; l[y; y]; b]; c; l[y; y]))is a (non-at) relationship. f(y; k[a; l[y; y]; b]; c; l[y; y]) :-& k[a; x; b] is a molecule;(f(y; k[a; l[y; y]; b]; c; l[y; y]) :-& k[a; x; b])
 = k[a; x; b] is f(y; k[a; l[y; y]; b]; c; l[y; y]) isa at setter.De�nition 6 The �rst-order relational-functional language given by an alphabet consistsof the set of all formulas built from the symbols of the alphabet.8If \
" is applicable to a formula F , then (F
)
 = F .8



In the following we will focus special kinds of formulas, namely RELFUN's clauses.Una�ected by their Horn-clause extensions (expressions, setters, and foot premises), theyare closed formulas by assuming all variables to have a prenex universal quanti�er.De�nition 7 A (program) clause is a hornish (program) clause or a footed (program)clause. If w is an atomic formula, e is a at application, V1; : : : ; Vn are relationships orsetters, and E is an expression, then w :- V1; : : : ; Vn, abbreviating w :- (V1^ : : :^Vn), isa hornish (program) clause and e :- V1; : : : ; Vn & E, abbreviating e :- (V1^ : : :^Vn) & E,is a footed (program) clause. w or e is the head, V1; : : : ; Vn is the body, and E is the footof the clause. If V1; : : : ; Vn are all atoms, the hornish (program) clause w :- V1; : : : ; Vnis also called a Horn (program) clause. For n = 0, i.e. with an empty body, a hornish(program) clause w :- , abbreviating w :- true, is written as w, while a footed (program)clause e :- & E, abbreviating e :- true & E, is written as e :-& E.De�nition 8 A ((�rst-order) relational-functional) program P is a �nite set of programclauses fc1; : : : ; cng. P is usually written (with \:"-terminators) as:c1:: : :cn: A program will play the role of the set of axioms of a �rst-order relational-functionaltheory.De�nition 9 The empty (hornish) clause, denoted , is the hornish clause of the form:- , which abbreviates false :- true. A terminal ((t-)footed) clause, denoted 4(t), t aterm, is a footed clause of the form :-& t, which abbreviates & t. The trivial (hornish)clause, denoted >, is the hornish clause of the form true :- true.De�nition 10 A relational goal is a hornish clause of the form:- V1; : : : ; Vnthat is, it has an empty head. A functional goal is a footed clause of the form:- V1; : : : ; Vn & Ethat is, it has an empty head.It should be kept in mind that a relational goal is `relational' in the usual sense onlyon the top-level: the Vi's need not be atoms but may be nested relationships or setters.Conversely, a functional goal may of course contain Vi's that are atoms.99Thus, \relational goal" should perhaps be renamed into \hornish goal", and \functional goal" into\footed goal". However, this would entail new words in the later de�nitions for \relational"/\functional"derivation, answer, etc. 9



3 Relational-Functional Interpretations and ModelsFirst, we will consider general interpretations of full �rst-order relational-functional lan-guages. Then, these will be restricted to Herbrand-like interpretations of RELFUN'sclause programs. Since the basic RELFUN formalized here does not contain a negationconstruct, we will neglect RELFUN's three-valued open-world semantics and its di�eren-tiation of the truth values false and unknown [3].De�nition 11 A pre-interpretation J of a �rst-order relational-functional language Lconsists of:1. A non-empty set D, called the domain of the pre-interpretation.2. For each constant in L, the assignment of an element in D.3. For each n-ary constructor in L, the assignment of a mapping from Dn to D.De�nition 12 An interpretation I of a �rst-order relational-functional language L con-sists of a pre-interpretation J with domain D of L together with:1. For each n-ary relation symbol in L, the assignment of a mapping from Dn intoftrue; falseg (or, equivalently, a relation on Dn).2. For each n-ary function symbol in L, the assignment of a mapping from Dn to 2D,the powerset of D.We say I is based on J .De�nition 13 Let J be a pre-interpretation of a �rst-order relational-functional languageL. A variable assignment (wrt J) is an assignment to each variable in L of an elementin the domain of J .De�nition 14 Let J be a pre-interpretation with domain D of a �rst-order relational-functional language L and let V be a variable assignment. The term assignment (wrt Jand V ) of the terms in L is de�ned as follows:1. Each variable is given its assignment according to V .2. Each constant is given its assignment according to J .3. If k0 is the assignment of the n-ary constructor k according to J and t01; : : : ; t0n arethe term assignments of t1; : : : ; tn, then k0(t01; : : : ; t0n) 2 D is the term assignment ofk[t1; : : : ; tn].De�nition 15 Let I be an interpretation with domain D of a �rst-order relational-functional language L and let V be a variable assignment. The expression assignment(wrt I and V ) of the expressions in L is de�ned as follows:10



1. If t0 is the term assignment of the term t wrt I and V , then ft0g is the expressionassignment of t.2. If f 0 is the mapping assigned to the n-ary function symbol f by I and E01; : : : ; E0n arethe expression assignments of E1; : : : ; En, then the union of all f 0(t01; : : : ; t0n) 2 2Dfor each t01 2 E01, : : :, t0n 2 E0n is the expression assignment of f(E1; : : : ; En).De�nition 16 Let I be an interpretation with domain D of a �rst-order relational-functional language L and let V be a variable assignment. Then a formula in L canbe given a truth value, true or false, (wrt I and V ) as follows (we let (a possibly em-bellished version of) t denote a term, of e, denote a at application, of E, denote anexpression, and of W , denote a formula):1. If the formula has the form r(E1; : : : ; En), then the truth value of the formula is trueif there exist t01 2 E01, : : :, t0n 2 E 0n such that r0(t01; : : : ; t0n) has truth value true, wherer0 is the mapping assigned to r by I and E01; : : : ; E0n are the expression assignmentsof E1; : : : ; En wrt I and V ; otherwise, the formula's truth value is false.2. If the formula has the form f(t1; : : : ; tn) :-& E, then the truth value of the formulais true if the expression assignment of E wrt I and V is E 0 and E 0 � f 0(t01; : : : ; t0n),where f 0 is the mapping assigned to f by I, and t01; : : : ; t0n are the term assignmentsof t1; : : : ; tn wrt I and V ; otherwise, the formula's truth value is false.3. If the formula has the form t is E, then its truth value is true if the expressionassignment of E wrt I and V is E 0 and t0 2 E0, where t0 is the term assignment oft wrt I and V ; otherwise, its truth value is false. 104. If the formula has the form e :- false & E, then its truth value is true. If theformula has the form e :- true & E, then the truth value is that of e :-& E. 115. If the formula has the form :W , W1^W2, W1_W2, W1 :- W2, or W1 $ W2, thenthe truth value is given by the usual truth tables.6. If the formula has the form 8xW , then the truth value of the formula is true if forall d 2 D the subformula W has truth value true wrt I and V (x=d), where V (x=d)is V except that x is assigned d; otherwise, the formula's truth value is false.10Thus the instance t is f(t1; : : : ; tn) has the same truth value as the instance f(t1; : : : ; tn) :-& t,de�ned through item 2. The di�erent syntaxes are maintained even in these special cases for markingo� the body-goal use of the former from the clause-de�nition use of the latter. Also, in RELFUN'simplemented operational semantics, successful setters return their evaluated rhs, rather than just true.11For formalizing RELFUN's \valued conjunctions", de�nition 3 could introduce a third class of ex-pressions, co-inductively with the formulas of de�nition 4, making the symbol \&" a binary in�x insteadof its actual use as part of a ternary mix�x: If W is a formula and E is an expression, then (W & E)is an expression. This enables simulating formulas of the form e :- W & E by nestings of the forme :-& (W & E). For this, the expression (true & E) can be assigned the value of E. However, assigningfalse to (false & E), blurring the distinction between (2D-valued) expressions and (ftrue; falseg-valued)formulas, would, e.g., cause fac(N ) :-& (zerop(N ) & 1) to return false for fac(1) instead of signallinginapplicability. Therefore, in RELFUN (false & E) is actually assigned the failure-signalling truth valueunknown, which can be regarded as the empty expression value fg 2 2D.11



7. If the formula has the form 9xW , then its truth value is true if there exists d 2 Dsuch that W has truth value true wrt I and V (x=d); otherwise, its truth value isfalse.This functionally extended truth concept directly transfers to the classical de�nitionsof, e.g., model, validity, and logical consequence, for which we refer to [7].Example 4 Consider the formula 8x(x is f(g(x); g(x))) and the following interpretationI. Let D = f1; 2; : : :g be the natural numbers, let f be assigned the function that mapstwo naturals to the singleton set of their product, and let g be assigned the function thatmaps a natural to the set of its divisors. Then I is a model of the formula because allnaturals have at least themselves and 1 as divisors.The de�nitions of groundness and Herbrand universes and bases adapt the correspond-ing classical notions; the de�nitions of Herbrand crosses and crossbases extend the notionof Herbrand bases in order to de�ne models of, respectively, functional and relational-functional programs, as motivated in section 1.De�nition 17 A ground term, ground atom, or ground molecule is, respectively, a term,atom, or molecule not containing variables.De�nition 18 The Herbrand universe UP of a program P is the set of all ground termsthat can be formed out of the constants and constructors appearing in P .De�nition 19 The Herbrand base BP of a program P is the set of all ground atoms thatcan be formed by using the relation symbols from P with ground terms from the Herbranduniverse UP as arguments.De�nition 20 The Herbrand cross CP of a program P is the set of all ground moleculesthat can be formed by using the function symbols from P with ground terms from theHerbrand universe UP as arguments and using ground terms from UP as foots.De�nition 21 The Herbrand crossbase XP of a program P is the union BP [ CP of itsHerbrand base BP and its Herbrand cross CP .Example 5 The (deterministic, extra-variables, is-less) program P1f(X) :- p(X); q(Y ) & g(g(X;Y ); Y ):g(a; a) :-& k[X]:g(k[X]; l[X]) :-& g(X;X):p(k[X]):q(l[X]): 12



uses the constructors k and l, and employs the operators f and g (as functions) as well asp and q (as relations).The Herbrand universe UP1 of P1 isfa; k[a]; l[a]; k[k[a]]; k[l[a]]; l[k[a]]; l[l[a]]; : : :g.The Herbrand base BP1 of P1 isfp(a); q(a); p(k[a]); p(l[a]); q(k[a]); q(l[a]); : : :g.The Herbrand cross CP1 of P1 isff(a) :-& a; f(a) :-& k[a]; f(a) :-& l[a]; : : : ;g(a; a) :-& a; g(a; a) :-& k[a]; g(a; a) :-& l[a]; : : : ;: : :g.The Herbrand crossbase XP1 = BP1 [ CP1 of P1 isfp(a); q(a); p(k[a]); p(l[a]); q(k[a]); q(l[a]); : : : ;f(a) :-& a; f(a) :-& k[a]; f(a) :-& l[a]; : : : ;g(a; a) :-& a; g(a; a) :-& k[a]; g(a; a) :-& l[a]; : : : ;: : :g.Two generalized model concepts can now be de�ned, extending the usual Herbrandmodels for relational programs to models for functional and relational-functional pro-grams.De�nition 22 An Herbrand (base), Herbrand cross, or Herbrand crossbase interpreta-tion is a subset of the Herbrand base, Herbrand cross, or Herbrand crossbase, respectively.De�nition 23 Let I be an Herbrand (base), Herbrand cross, or Herbrand crossbase inter-pretation and let P be a program. Then I is, respectively, an Herbrand (base), Herbrandcross, or Herbrand crossbase model for P if P is true wrt I.We concentrate the further development on relational-functional Herbrand crossbasemodels, which, however, constitute disjoint unions of Herbrand cross models and Herbrand(base) models.The \model intersection" proposition 6.1 of [7] obviously also holds for the crossbaseextension.Proposition 1 (Model intersection property) Let P be a relational-functional pro-gram and fMigi2I be a non-empty set of Herbrand crossbase models for P . Then Ti2IMiis an Herbrand crossbase model for P .Since every relational-functional program P has XP as an Herbrand crossbase model,the set of all Herbrand crossbase models for P is non-empty, and proposition 1 permitsthe following de�nition. 13



De�nition 24 The least Herbrand crossbase model MP for a relational-functional pro-gram P is the intersection of all Herbrand crossbase models for P .Example 6 For u assuming all values from UP1 , the following Herbrand crossbase in-terpretation I, contained in XP1 , is an (the least) Herbrand crossbase model of P1 (cf.example 5):ff(k[a]) :-& k[u]; g(a; a) :-& k[u]; g(k[a]; l[a]) :-& k[u];p(k[u]); q(l[u])g.Thus, while P1 deterministically returns the non-ground term k[X] for certain argumentsof the functions f and g (failing for other ones), the model of P1 contains in�nitely non-deterministic molecules that let f and g return the ground terms k[a]; k[k[a]]; k[l[a]]; : : :for the same argument combinations.Proposition 2 Let P be a relational-functional program and I an Herbrand crossbasemodel of P (in particular, the least one). Then there exist a Horn program ~P and anHerbrand model ~I of ~P (in particular, the least one) such that there is a bijection betweenI and ~I.Example 7 The relational-functional program P1 of example 5 can be transformed intothe following Horn program ~P1 by attening the g nesting and introducing result parame-ters for f and g (note that the g-molecule becomes an atom):~f(X;R) :- p(X); q(Y ); ~g(X;Y; S); ~g(S; Y;R):~g(a; a; k[X]):~g(k[X]; l[X]; R) :- ~g(X;X;R):p(k[X]):q(l[X]):An (the least) Herbrand model ~I of ~P1 is (where u 2 U ~P1 = UP1):f ~f(k[a]; k[u]); ~g(a; a; k[u]); ~g(k[a]; l[a]; k[u]);p(k[u]); q(l[u])g.The bijection between I and ~I is obvious: untilded (functional) molecules correspond totilded (relational) atoms; untilded atoms remain unchanged.While the above bijection, call it bLAST , introduces the new parameter in position n + 1,there is another bijection, bFIRST , introducing it in position 1, as actually done by REL-FUN's relationalize algorithm [3]. That is, an Herbrand model such as ~I alone doesnot carry the entire information of the original Herbrand crossbase model such as I: thetype of bijection must be speci�ed along with the Herbrand model in order to preserve inthe relations the computation direction (`mode') of the original functions. For instance,while (bLAST )�1 � bLAST (I) = I, the composition (bFIRST )�1 � bLAST would transform I to14



the Herbrand crossbase modelff(k[u]) :-& k[a]; g(a; k[u]) :-& a; g(l[a]; k[u]) :-& k[a];p(k[u]); q(l[u])gwhich is not equivalent to I.Let us now proceed to the generalized notions of relational-functional answers andtheir correctness.De�nition 25 Let P be a relational-functional program and Gr and Gf be a relationaland a functional goal, respectively. A relational answer for P [ fGrg is a substitution forvariables of Gr. A functional answer for P [ fGfg is a term paired with a substitutionfor variables of Gf .It should be understood that the substitution does not necessarily contain a binding forevery variable in Gr or Gf . Since RELFUN's operational semantics considers relations astrue-valued functions, a relational answer operationally returns the term true along withyielding a substitution.De�nition 26 Let P be a relational-functional program, Gr a relational goal:- B1; : : : ; Bk with � an answer for P [fGrg, and Gf a functional goal :- B1; : : : ; Bk & Fwith (t; �) an answer for P [ fGfg. We say that � is a correct (relational) answer forP [ fGrg if 8((B1 ^ : : : ^ Bk)�) is a logical consequence of P . We say that (t; �) is acorrect (functional) answer for P [ fGfg if 8((B1 ^ : : : ^ Bk ^ (t is F ))�) is a logicalconsequence of P .The following lemma shows that functional answers, i.e. \value returning to the top-level", can be simulated by relational answers binding top-level return values to a specialvariable.Lemma 1 Let P be a relational-functional program, Gf afunctional goal :- B1; : : : ; Bk & F , and Gr a relational goal :- B1; : : : ; Bk; (x is F )with x a new variable. Then the following statements are equivalent:1. (t; �) is a correct functional answer for P [ fGfg.2. �fx=tg is a correct relational answer for P [ fGrg.Proof(t; �) is a correct functional answer for P [ fGfgi�8((B1 ^ : : : ^Bk ^ (t is F ))�) is a logical consequence of Pi�8((B1 ^ : : : ^Bk ^ (x is F ))�fx=tg) is a logical consequence of Pi��fx=tg is a correct relational answer for P [ fGrg.15



4 SLV-ResolutionWe now extend SLD-resolution to �rst-order relational-functional clauses, where the SLD-case will be called body resolution. The extended resolution method, similar to innermostconditional narrowing [5], will be called SLV-resolution (SL-resolution for \Valued clauses"i.e., RELFUN's de�nite-clause extension). It provides the set of inference rules of a �rst-order relational-functional theory. The detailed example 8 at the end of this section willillustrate most SLV-resolution concepts.De�nition 27 Let Gr be the relational goal :- B1; : : : ; Bm; : : : ; Bk; further let C be thehornish clause d :- V1; : : : ; Vv or the footed clause e :- W1; : : : ;Ww & E or the trivialclause >. Then G0r is (relationally) derived from Gr and C using mgu � if one of thefollowing �ve inference rules applies (we let t's or u's denote terms):Body resolution1. Bm is an atom, called the selected atom, in Gr.2. C is the hornish clause d :- V1; : : : ; Vv and � is the mgu of Bm and d.3. G0r is the relational goal :- (B1; : : : ; Bm�1; V1; : : : ; Vv; Bm+1; : : : ; Bk)�.is-rhs resolution1. Bm is a formula of the form t is g(u1; : : : ; um), called the selected at setter,in Gr.2. C is the footed clause e :- W1; : : : ;Ww & E and � is the mgu of g(u1; : : : ; um)and e.3. G0r is the relational goal:- (B1; : : : ; Bm�1;W1; : : : ;Ww; t is E;Bm+1; : : : ; Bk)�.Body attening1. Bm in Gr is a formula of the formr(E1; : : : ; Ei�1; h(Ei;1; : : : ; Ei;ni); Ei+1; : : : ; Em), called the selected nested re-lationship, and h(Ei;1; : : : ; Ei;ni) is an embedded application, called the selected(relationship-)embedded application.2. C is the trivial clause > and � is the identity substitution (hence, trivially, anmgu).3. x is a new variable.4. G0r is the relational goal :- B1; : : : ; Bm�1;x is h(Ei;1; : : : ; Ei;ni); r(E1; : : : ; Ei�1; x;Ei+1; : : : ; Em); Bm+1; : : : ; Bk.is-rhs attening1. Bm in Gr is a for-mula of the form t is g(E1; : : : ; Ei�1; h(Ei;1; : : : ; Ei;ni); Ei+1; : : : ; Em), calledthe selected nested setter, and h(Ei;1; : : : ; Ei;ni) is an embedded application,called the selected (is-)embedded application.16



2. C is the trivial clause > and � is the identity substitution (hence, trivially, anmgu).3. x is a new variable.4. G0r is the relational goal :- B1; : : : ; Bm�1;x is h(Ei;1; : : : ; Ei;ni); t is g(E1; : : : ; Ei�1; x;Ei+1; : : : ; Em); Bm+1; : : : ; Bk.Term uni�cation1. Bm is a formula of the form t1 is t2, called the selected term setter, in Gr.2. C is the trivial clause > and � is the mgu of t1 and t2.3. G0r is the relational goal :- (B1; : : : ; Bm�1; Bm+1; : : : ; Bk)�.De�nition 28 Let Gf be the functional goal :- B1; : : : ; Bk & F ; further let C be thehornish clause d :- V1; : : : ; Vv or the footed clause e :- W1; : : : ;Ww & E or the trivialclause >. Then G0f is (functionally) derived from Gf and C using mgu � if one of thefollowing three inference rules applies (we let u's denote terms):Relational subderivation (using one of the �ve rules of de�nition 27)1. Gr is :- B1; : : : ; Bk, called the selected relational subgoal of Gf .2. G0r is relationally derived from Gr and C using mgu �.3. G0f is the functional goal :- G0r & F�.Foot resolution1. F is a formula of the form g(u1; : : : ; um), called the selected at application,in Gf .2. C is the footed clause e :- W1; : : : ;Ww & E and � is the mgu of g(u1; : : : ; um)and e.3. G0f is the functional goal :- (B1; : : : ; Bk;W1; : : : ;Ww & E)�.Foot attening1. F in Gf is a formula of the formg(E1; : : : ; Ei�1; h(Ei;1; : : : ; Ei;ni); Ei+1; : : : ; Em), called the selected nested ap-plication, and h(Ei;1; : : : ; Ei;ni) is an embedded application, called the selected(application-)embedded application.2. C is the trivial clause > and � is the identity substitution (hence, trivially, anmgu).3. x is a new variable.4. G0f is the functional goal:- B1; : : : ; Bk; x is h(Ei;1; : : : ; Ei;ni) & g(E1; : : : ; Ei�1; x;Ei+1; : : : ; Em).17



Although we �rst presented relational goals (in de�nition 27) and then extended themto functional goals (in de�nition 28), the inference rules would not have to distinguishbody and foot premises for their \selection function" (or, item 1. of each rule), andthey do not in the actual implementation: (relational) body resolution and (functional)foot resolution, as well as body and foot attening, could be treated together. Similarly,inference rules operating in the top-level of premises and in is-rhs's have a commonrealization: (relational) body resolution and (functional) is-rhs resolution, as well as bodyattening and is-rhs attening, could be identi�ed. However, our more discriminativepresentation will clarify the case analysis of the soundness proof.De�nition 29 Let P be a relational-functional program and G be a (relational or func-tional) goal. A (relational resp. functional) SLV-derivation of P [fGg consists of a �niteor in�nite sequence G0 = G;G1; G2; : : : of (relational resp. functional) goals, a sequenceC1; C2; : : : of variants of program clauses of P [f>g, > the trivial clause, and a sequence�1; �2; : : : of mgu's such that each Gi+1 is derived from Gi and Ci+1 using �i+1.De�nition 30 A (relational) SLV-refutation of P [fGrg, Gr a relational goal, is a �niteSLV-derivation of P [ fGrg that has the empty hornish clause as the last goal in thederivation. A (functional) SLV-refutation of P [ fGfg, Gf a functional goal, is a �niteSLV-derivation of P [ fGfg that has the terminal footed clause 4(t) as the last goal inthe derivation. If Gn = or Gn =4(t), we say the refutation has length n.De�nition 31 An unrestricted (relational or functional) SLV-refutation is a (relationalor functional) SLV-refutation, except that the substitutions �i are not required to be mostgeneral uni�ers. They are only required to be uni�ers.De�nition 32 Let P be a relational-functional program. The relational success set of Pis the set of all ground atoms a 2 BP such that P [f :- ag has a relational SLV-refutation.The functional success set of P is the set of all ground molecules (e :-& t) 2 CP suchthat P [ f :-& eg has a functional SLV-refutation with last goal 4(t). The success set ofP is the union of the relational and functional success sets of P .Proposition 3 Let P be a relational-functional program. The functional success set ofP is the set of all ground molecules (e :-& t) 2 CP such that P [ f :- (t is e)g has arelational SLV-refutation.ProofThe ground at setter (t is e) = (e :-& t)
 leads to a relational SLV-refutation i� e,also being the corresponding molecule's ground at application, leads to a functional SLV-refutation with last goal 4(t).De�nition 33 Let P be a relational-functional program; further, let Gr be a relationalgoal. Suppose there is an SLV-refutation of P [ fGrg and let �1; : : : ; �n be its sequenceof mgu's. A computed (relational) answer for P [ fGrg is the substitution � obtained byrestricting the composition �1 : : : �n to the variables of Gr.18



De�nition 34 Let P be a relational-functional program; further, let Gf be a functionalgoal. Suppose there is an SLV-refutation of P [ fGfg and let �1; : : : ; �n be its sequence ofmgu's and let 4(t) be its last goal. A computed (functional) answer for P [ fGfg is thepair (t�1 : : : �n; �), with the term t extracted from 4(t) and the substitution � obtained byrestricting the composition �1 : : : �n to the variables of Gf .Lemma 2 Let P be a relational-functional program, Gf afunctional goal :- B1; : : : ; Bk & F , and Gr a relational goal :- B1; : : : ; Bk; (x is F )with x a new variable. Then the following statements are equivalent:1. (t; �) is a computed functional answer for P [ fGfg.2. �fx=tg is a computed relational answer for P [ fGrg.Proof(t; �) is a computed functional answer for P [ fGfgi�there is an SLV-refutation of P [ fGfg with a sequence of mgu's �1; : : : ; �n and last goal4(u) such that t is u�1 : : : �n and � restricts the composition �1 : : : �n to the variables ofGfi�there is an SLV-refutation of P [ fGrg with a sequence of mgu's �1; : : : ; �n; fx=tg suchthat �fx=tg restricts the composition �1 : : : �nfx=tg to the variables of Gri��fx=tg is a computed relational answer for P [ fGrg.Example 8 The (non-deterministic, no-extra-variables, is-using) program P2f(X) :- p(g(a); g(X)) & h(g(X)):g(a) :-& c:g(a) :-& h(c):h(X) :-& b:p(X; c) :- X is h(a); q(h(X)):q(b):uses no constructors, hence belongs to the DATALOG-extending DATAFUN subset ofRELFUN; it has the �nite Herbrand universe fa; b; cg, hence a �nite Herbrand crossbase.A functional SLV-refutation of P2 [ f :-& f(Y )g is:G0 = G = :-& f(Y )Foot resolution of f(Y ) with C1 = f(X1) :- p(g(a); g(X1)) & h(g(X1)), �1 = fY=X1g:G1 = :- p(g(a); g(X1)) & h(g(X1))Body attening of p(g(a); : : :) with C2 = >, �2 = fg:G2 = :- Z1 is g(a); p(Z1; g(X1)) & h(g(X1))is-rhs resolution of Z1 is g(a) with C3 = g(a) :-& h(c), �3 = fg:19



G3 = :- Z1 is h(c); p(Z1; g(X1)) & h(g(X1))is-rhs resolution of Z1 is h(c) with C4 = h(X2) :-& b, �4 = fX2=cg:G4 = :- Z1 is b; p(Z1; g(X1)) & h(g(X1))Term uni�cation of Z1 is b with C5 = >, �5 = fZ1=bg:G5 = :- p(b; g(X1)) & h(g(X1))Body attening of p(: : : ; g(X1)) with C6 = >, �6 = fg:G6 = :- Z2 is g(X1); p(b; Z2) & h(g(X1))is-rhs resolution of Z2 is g(X1) with C7 = g(a) :-& c, �7 = fX1=ag:G7 = :- Z2 is c; p(b; Z2) & h(g(X1))Term uni�cation of Z2 is c with C8 = >, �8 = fZ2=cg:G8 = :- p(b; c) & h(g(X1))Body resolution of p(b; c) with C9 = p(X3; c) :- X3 is h(a); q(h(X3)), �9 = fX3=bg:G9 = :- b is h(a); q(h(b)) & h(g(X1))is-rhs resolution of b is h(a) with C10 = h(X4) :-& b, �10 = fX4=ag:G10 = :- b is b; q(h(b)) & h(g(X1))Term uni�cation of b is b with C11 = >, �11 = fg:G11 = :- q(h(b)) & h(g(X1))Body attening of q(h(b)) with C12 = >, �12 = fg:G12 = :- Z3 is h(b); q(Z3) & h(g(X1))is-rhs resolution of Z3 is h(b) with C13 = h(X5) :-& b, �13 = fX5=bg:G13 = :- Z3 is b; q(Z3) & h(g(X1))Term uni�cation of Z3 is b with C14 = >, �14 = fZ3=bg:G14 = :- q(b) & h(g(X1))Body resolution of q(b) with C15 = q(b), �15 = fg:G15 = :-& h(g(a))12Foot attening of h(g(a)) with C16 = >, �16 = fg:G16 = :- Z4 is g(a) & h(Z4)is-rhs resolution of Z4 is g(a) with C17 = g(a) :-& c, �17 = fg:G17 = :- Z4 is c & h(Z4)Term uni�cation of Z4 is c with C18 = >, �18 = fZ4=cg:G18 = :-& h(c)Foot resolution of h(c) with C19 = h(X6) :-& b, �19 = fX6=bg:G19 = :-& bThis length-19 refutation happens to use RELFUN's implemented PROLOG-like `leftmost'computation rule (however, RELFUN implements attening in a condensed `and-parallel'fashion). Operationally speaking, \f(Y ) returns b and binds Y to a": The refutation haslast goal G19 = 4(b), and �1 : : : �19 restricted to Y is fY=ag; hence the computed func-tional answer is (b; fY=ag).The equivalent computed relational answer for P2 [ f :- Z is f(Y )g is fY=a; Z=bg.Here, the refutation uses is-rhs resolutions and performs an is-rhs attening instead ofthe corresponding rules operating on the foot, and it needs a �nal term uni�cation. Func-tional computation is somewhat hidden in the auxiliary setter's rhs. However, the kernel12The binding �7 = fX1=ag from the relational subderivation G2; : : : ; G15 is applied here.20



subderivations of the functional and relational refutations are essentially the same.The success set of P2 is (functional and relational partitions displayed in separate lines):13ff(a) :-& b; g(a) :-& b; g(a) :-& c; h(a) :-& b; h(b) :-& b; h(c) :-& b;q(b); p(b; c)g5 Soundness of SLV-ResolutionWhile the following result addresses relational goals, only the �rst of the �ve SLV-resolution rules to be considered corresponds to the classical case of logic programmingas proved by K. L. Clark.Theorem 1 (Soundness of relational SLV-resolution) Let P bea relational-functional program and Gr a relational goal. Then every computed answerfor P [ fGrg is a correct answer for P [ fGrg.ProofLet Gr be the relational goal :- B1; : : : ; Bk and �1; : : : ; �n be the sequence of mgu's usedin an SLV-refutation of P [ fGrg. We have to show that 8((B1 ^ : : : ^ Bk)�1 : : : �n) is alogical consequence of P . The result is proved by induction on the length of the refutation.Suppose �rst that n = 1. This means that Gr is a goal of the form :- B1, to whicheither of two of the �ve SLV-resolution rules applies:Body resolution B1 is an atom, the program has a unit clause of the form d :- , andB1�1 = d�1. Since B1�1 :- is an instance of a unit clause of P , it follows that8(B1�1) is a logical consequence of P .is-rhs resolution Cannot derive in one step.Body attening Cannot derive in one step.is-rhs attening Cannot derive in one step.Term uni�cation B1 is a formula of the form t1 is t2 and �1 is the mgu of t1 andt2. Since t1�1 = t2�1, it follows that 8(B1�1) is valid, hence, trivially, is a logicalconsequence of P .Next suppose that the result holds for computed answers that come from SLV-refutations of length n�1. Suppose �1; : : : ; �n is the sequence of mgu's used in a refutationof P [ fGrg of length n. One of the �ve SLV-resolution rules applies:13In higher-order RELFUN, this can be obtained from the computed answers of an operator-variable,varying-arity goal [3] such as :-& Op(jArgs). 21



Body resolution Let Bm be the selected atom of Gr and the hornish claused :- V1; : : : ; Vv (v � 0) be the �rst input clause. By the induction hypothesis,8((B1^ : : :^Bm�1 ^V1 ^ : : :^Vv ^Bm+1 ^ : : :^Bk)�1 : : : �n) is a logical consequenceof P . Thus, if v > 0, 8((V1^ : : :^Vv)�1 : : : �n) is a logical consequence of P . In thiscase, as well as for v = 0, 8(Bm�1 : : : �n), which is the same as 8(d�1 : : : �n), is alogical consequence of P . Hence 8((B1 ^ : : : ^ Bk)�1 : : : �n) is a logical consequenceof P .is-rhs resolution Let Bm be the selected at setter t is g(u1; : : : ; um) of Gr and thefooted clause e :-W1; : : : ;Ww & E (w � 0) be the �rst input clause. By the inductionhypothesis, 8((B1^ : : :^Bm�1 ^W1 ^ : : :^Ww ^ t is E ^Bm+1 ^ : : :^Bk)�1 : : : �n)is a logical consequence of P . Thus, for w � 0, 8((W1^ : : :^Ww ^ t is E)�1 : : : �n)is a logical consequence of P . Consequently, 8(Bm�1 : : : �n), which is the same as8((t is e)�1 : : : �n), is a logical consequence of P . Hence 8((B1 ^ : : : ^Bk)�1 : : : �n)is a logical consequence of P .Body attening Let Bm be the selected nested rela-tionship r(E1; : : : ; Ei�1; h(Ei;1; : : : ; Ei;ni); Ei+1; : : : ; Em) with the selected embeddedapplication h(Ei;1; : : : ; Ei;ni) of Gr. By the induction hypothesis, 8((B1^: : :^Bm�1^(x is h(Ei;1; : : : ; Ei;ni))^r(E1; : : : ; Ei�1; x;Ei+1; : : : ; Em)^Bm+1^: : :^Bk)�1 : : : �n),x the new variable chosen by the SLV-refutation, is a logical consequence of P . Thus,8((x is h(Ei;1; : : : ; Ei;ni))�1 : : : �n) and 8(r(E1; : : : ; Ei�1; x;Ei+1; : : : ; Em)�1 : : : �n)are logical consequences of P . Consequently, 8(Bm�1 : : : �n) is a logical consequenceof P . Hence 8((B1 ^ : : : ^Bk)�1 : : : �n) is a logical consequence of P .is-rhs attening Let Bm be theselected nested setter t is g(E1; : : : ; Ei�1; h(Ei;1; : : : ; Ei;ni); Ei+1; : : : ; Em) with theselected embedded application h(Ei;1; : : : ; Ei;ni) of Gr. By the induction hypothesis,8((B1^: : :^Bm�1^(x is h(Ei;1; : : : ; Ei;ni))^(t is g(E1; : : : ; Ei�1; x;Ei+1; : : : ; Em))^Bm+1 ^ : : : ^ Bk)�1 : : : �n), x the new variable chosen by the SLV-refutation,is a logical consequence of P . Thus, 8((x is h(Ei;1; : : : ; Ei;ni))�1 : : : �n) and8((t is g(E1; : : : ; Ei�1; x;Ei+1; : : : ; Em))�1 : : : �n) are logical consequences of P .Consequently, 8(Bm�1 : : : �n) is a logical consequence of P . Hence 8((B1 ^ : : : ^Bk)�1 : : : �n) is a logical consequence of P .Term uni�cation Let Bm be the selected term setter t1 is t2 of Gr. By the inductionhypothesis, 8((B1 ^ : : : ^ Bm�1 ^Bm+1 ^ : : : ^ Bk)�1 : : : �n) is a logical consequenceof P . Since t1�1 : : : �n = t2�1 : : : �n, it follows that 8(Bm�1 : : : �n) is valid, hence,trivially, is a logical consequence of P . Hence 8((B1 ^ : : :^Bk)�1 : : : �n) is a logicalconsequence of P .The result for relational goals naturally carries over to functional goals.Corollary 1 (Soundness of functional SLV-resolution) Let P be a relational-functional program and Gf a functional goal. Then every computed answer for P [ fGfgis a correct answer for P [ fGfg. 22



ProofBy lemmas 2 and 1 there is an equivalent relational goal with computed and correct answersfor which the soundness result of theorem 1 holds.Corollary 2 The success set of a relational-functional program is contained in its leastHerbrand crossbase model.ProofLet the program be P and suppose F 2 XP is in the success set of P . By proposition 3,the success set of P is the set of all F 2 XP such that P [ f :- F
g has a relationalrefutation. By theorem 1, F
, hence F , is a logical consequence of P . Thus, F is truewrt all Herbrand crossbase models of P , hence is in P 's least Herbrand crossbase model.6 Least Herbrand Crossbase Models as FixpointsWe now de�ne TP -like immediate-consequence operators on Herbrand crossbase interpre-tations. For this we employ unnesting of clause premises, a �xpoint-semantics, ground-formula analogue to attening in SLV-resolution. Instead of introducing new variables,unnesting chooses any ground terms from the Herbrand universe, as \returned values",to link the subformulas generated from the original formula.De�nition 35 A set of unnested setters unnestisP (t is E) of a ground setter t is Efor a program P is de�ned recursively as the non-deterministic mappingunnestisP (t is g(u1; : : : ; um)) =ft is g(u1; : : : ; um)g if fu1; : : : ; umg � UPunnestisP (t is g(E1; : : : ; Ei�1; h(Ei;1; : : : ; Ei;ni); Ei+1; : : : ; Em)) =unnestisP (u is h(Ei;1; : : : ; Ei;ni)) [ unnestisP (t is g(E1; : : : ; Ei�1; u;Ei+1; : : : ; Em))for some u 2 UPDe�nition 36 A set of unnested formulas unnestP (V ) of a ground relationship or setterV for a program P is de�ned as the non-deterministic mappingunnestP (r(u1; : : : ; um)) =fr(u1; : : : ; um)g if fu1; : : : ; umg � UPunnestP (r(E1; : : : ; Ei�1; h(Ei;1; : : : ; Ei;ni); Ei+1; : : : ; Em)) =unnestisP (u is h(Ei;1; : : : ; Ei;ni)) [ unnestP (r(E1; : : : ; Ei�1; u;Ei+1; : : : ; Em))for some u 2 UPunnestP (t is t) =fg if t 2 UPunnestP (t is g(E1; : : : ; Em)) =unnestisP (t is g(E1; : : : ; Em)) 23



A �rst auxiliary immediate-consequence operator, TBP , generates atoms from atomsand molecules.De�nition 37 Let P be a relational-functional program. The mapping TBP : 2XP ! 2BPis de�ned as follows. Let I 2 2XP be an Herbrand crossbase interpretation. Then:TBP (I) = fw 2 BP j w :- V1; : : : ; Vn is a ground instance of a clause in P;unnestP (Vk)
 � I for 1 � k � ngIf each Vk has the Horn-premise form r(u1; : : : ; un) of an atom, unnestP (Vk)
 justdenotes the unit set fVkg, hence TBP becomes the TP operator of M. H. van Emden andR. Kowalski.Proposition 4 Let P be a relational-functional program containing Horn clauses onlyand I 2 2BP be an Herbrand interpretation. Then the mapping TBP restricted to 2BP �2XP specializes to the mapping TP : 2BP ! 2BP de�ned as:TP (I) = fw 2 BP j w :- V1; : : : ; Vn is a ground instance of a clause in P;Vk 2 I for 1 � k � ngNote how the intuitive understanding of TP is extended by TBP : as TP (I) `guesses' aground clause of P and then checks whether its premise atoms are members of I, TBP (I)`guesses' a ground clause of P , then `guesses' an unnesting (zero/one atoms and one/zeroor more setters) from each of its premises, and then checks whether the \
"-correspondingatoms and molecules constitute subsets of I.A second auxiliary immediate-consequence operator, TCP , generates molecules fromatoms and molecules.De�nition 38 Let P be a relational-functional program. The mapping TCP : 2XP ! 2CPis de�ned as follows. Let I 2 2XP be an Herbrand crossbase interpretation. Then:TCP (I) = fe :-& t 2 CP j e :- V1; : : : ; Vn & E is a ground instance of a clause in P;unnestP (Vk)
 � I for 1 � k � n;unnestP (t is E)
 � IgExample 9 The program P2 (cf. example 8) with UP2 = fa; b; cg contains the footedclause f(X) :- p(g(a); g(X)) & h(g(X)). Suppose a TCP2 application selects theground instance f(a) :- p(g(a); g(a)) & h(g(a)), i.e. V1 = p(g(a); g(a)) and E =h(g(a)). Then unnestP2(V1) can select fp(b; c); b is g(a); c is g(a)g, so thatunnestP2(V1)
 = fp(b; c); g(a) :-& b; g(a) :-& cg. Further suppose TCP2's set for-mation selects t = b and unnestP2(t is E) selects fb is h(c); c is g(a)g, so thatunnestP2(t is E)
 = fh(c) :-& b; g(a) :-& cg. Now, if some interpretation I hasfp(b; c); g(a) :-& b; g(a) :-& c; h(c) :-& bg as a subset, TCP2(I) will contain theelement f(a) :-& b. 24



Since the sets produced by unnesting are always �nite, the atoms and setters resultingfrom unnestP (Vk) and unnestP (t is E) can be regarded as premises of a `virtual' groundclause e :- unnestP (V1)�; : : : ; unnestP (Vn)�; unnestP (t is E)� & t. (\f:::g�" denotes thesequence of elements of \f...g".) The corresponding non-ground clause can be obtained bytransforming the original program P via static attening and denotative normalization[2]. Therefore, each application of TCP can be regarded as a condensed form of theapplication of a less powerful operator indexed by the more lengthy transformed program(TP 's extension would be con�ned to clauses with atomic and at-setter bodies and termfoots).Example 10 A virtual ground clause of f(a) :- p(g(a); g(a)) & h(g(a)) from example 9is f(a) :- b is g(a); c is g(a); p(b; c); c is g(a); b is h(c) & b. Its non-ground abstractionf(X) :- Y 1 is g(a); Y 2 is g(X); p(Y 1; Y 2); Y 3 is g(X); Y 4 is h(Y 3) & Y 4 is theattened, denotative normalization of f(X) :- p(g(a); g(X)) & h(g(X)), the original non-ground clause.The main immediate-consequence operator, TXP , just unites the two auxiliary ones.De�nition 39 Let P be a relational-functional program. The mapping TXP : 2XP ! 2XPis de�ned as follows. Let I 2 2XP be an Herbrand crossbase interpretation. Then:TXP (I) = TBP (I) [ TCP (I)Example 11 Let P1 be the relational-functional program of example 5 and Ithe interpretation fg(k[a],l[a]) :-& k[a], p(k[a]), q(l[a])g 2 2XP1 . SinceunnestP1(k[a] is g(g(k[a]; l[a]); l[a]))
 can select fg(k[a]; l[a]) :-& k[a]g, we obtainTXP1(I) = ff(k[a]) :-& k[a], g(a,a) :-& k[u], p(k[u]), q(l[u])g for u 2 UP1 .Clearly, TXP is monotonic on the complete lattice 2XP under the partial order \�".Like TP in [7], it can be shown to be continuous.Proposition 5 Let P be a relational-functional program. Then the mapping TXP iscontinuous.ProofLet S be a directed subset of 2XP , Vk be a ground relationship or setter, for 1 � k � n, andt is E be a ground setter. Each unnestP (Vk)
 being a �nite set, we can �rst note thatSnk=1 unnestP (Vk)
 � lub(S) i� Snk=1 unnestP (Vk)
 � I for some I 2 S; furthermore,unnestP (t is E)
 being a �nite set, Snk=1 unnestP (Vk)
 [ unnestP (t is E)
 � lub(S) i�Snk=1 unnestP (Vk)
 [ unnestP (t is E)
 � I for some I 2 S. In order to show that TXPis continuous we have to show TXP (lub(S)) = lub(TXP (S)) for each directed subset S.Since TXP denotes the disjoint union of TBP 's and TCP 's values we show the equalityof both subsets individually: 25



w 2 TBP (lub(S))i�w :- V1; : : : ; Vn is a ground instance of a clause in P and Snk=1 unnestP (Vk)
 � lub(S)i�w :- V1; : : : ; Vn is a ground instance of a clause in P and Snk=1 unnestP (Vk)
 � I forsome I 2 Si�w 2 TBP (I) for some I 2 Si�w 2 lub(TBP (S))e :-& t 2 TCP (lub(S))i�e :- V1; : : : ; Vn & E is a ground instance of a clause in P and Snk=1 unnestP (Vk)
 [unnestP (t is E)
 � lub(S)i�e :- V1; : : : ; Vn & E is a ground instance of a clause in P and Snk=1 unnestP (Vk)
 [unnestP (t is E)
 � I for some I 2 Si�e :-& t 2 TCP (I) for some I 2 Si�e :-& t 2 lub(TCP (S))Herbrand crossbase models can be characterized in terms of TXP .Proposition 6 Let P be a relational-functional program and I be an Herbrand crossbaseinterpretation of P . Then I is a crossbase model for P i� TXP (I) � I.ProofI is a crossbase model for Pi�for each ground instance w :- V1; : : : ; Vn or e :- V1; : : : ; Vn & E of each clause in Pwe have, respectively, Snk=1 unnestP (Vk)
 � I implies w 2 I or Snk=1 unnestP (Vk)
 [unnestP (t is E)
 � I implies e :-& t 2 Ii�TXP (I) � IUsing these propositions and general �xpoint results, we can extend the �xpoint char-acterization of the least Herbrand model of logic programs by M. H. van Emden andR. Kowalski to a characterization of the least Herbrand crossbase model of relational-functional programs (for the \""-notation see [7]).Theorem 2 (Fixpoint characterization of the least Herbrand crossbase model)Let P be a relational-functional program. Then MP = lfp(TXP ) = TXP " !.26



Proof MP = glbfI j I is an Herbrand crossbase model for Pg= glbfI j TXP (I) � Ig; by proposition 6= lfp(TXP ); by proposition 5:1 in [7]= TXP " !; by proposition 5:4 in [7] and proposition 5Example 12 The 8-element least Herbrand crossbase model of the program P2 of example8 (in section 4) can be computed bottom-up by the following TXP2 iterations (details ofthe last step were shown in example 9):TXP2 " 0 =fgTXP2 " 1 = TXP2 " 0 [fg(a) :-& c; h(a) :-& b; h(b) :-& b; h(c) :-& b;q(b)gTXP2 " 2 = TXP2 " 1 [fg(a) :-& b;p(b; c)gMP2 = lfp(TXP2) = TXP2 " ! = TXP2 " 3 = TXP2 " 2 [ff(a) :-& bgThis is equal to the success set of P2 given in example 8.7 Completeness of SLV-ResolutionLike for soundness, we will again use proposition 3 as well as lemmas 1 and 2; hence thefollowing mgu and lifting lemmas will only be needed for relational goals. The symbol\ G= " will denote equality between substitutions after restriction of the rhs substitutionto the variables of the goal G.Lemma 3 (Mgu lemma) Let P be a relational-functional program and Gr a relationalgoal. Suppose that P [ fGrg has an unrestricted SLV-refutation. Then P [ fGrg has anSLV-refutation of the same length such that, if �1; : : : ; �n are the uni�ers from the unre-stricted SLV-refutation and �01; : : : ; �0n are the mgu's from the SLV-refutation, then thereexists a substitution  such that �1 : : : �n Gr= �01 : : : �0n.ProofThe induction proof is as for lemma 8.1 in [7] except that uni�ers and mgu's need not de-rive from (body) resolution but can derive from the other rules of SLV-resolution (atteningin unrestricted SLV-refutations, like in SLV-refutations, produces identity substitutions).27



Lemma 4 (Lifting lemma) Let P be a relational-functional program, Gr a relationalgoal, and � a substitution. Suppose there exists an SLV-refutation of P [ fGr�g. Thenthere exists an SLV-refutation of P [ fGrg of the same length such that, if �1; : : : ; �n arethe mgu's from the SLV-refutation of P[fGr�g and �01; : : : ; �0n are the mgu's from the SLV-refutation of P [ fGrg, then there exists a substitution  such that ��1 : : : �n Gr= �01 : : : �0n.ProofThe proof is as for lemma 8.2 in [7] with the quali�cation already noted for lemma 3,which is crucially applied here.The converse of corrollary 2 extends the logic-programming completeness result of K.R. Apt and M. H. van Emden to relational-functional programming.Theorem 3 The success set of a relational-functional program is equal to its least Her-brand crossbase model.ProofLet the program be P . By corrollary 2 it su�ces to show that the least Herbrand cross-base model of P is contained in the success set of P . Let F denote the ground atomd or molecule f :-& t. By proposition 3 we need only consider the relational goals de-noted by F
. Suppose F is in the least Herbrand crossbase model of P . By theorem 2,F 2 TXP " n for some n 2 !. We prove by induction on n that F 2 TXP " n impliesthat P [ f :- F
g has a refutation (i.e., d 2 TXP " n implies that P [ f :- dg has arefutation and f :-& t 2 TXP " n implies that P [f :- t is fg has a refutation). HenceF will be in the success set.Suppose �rst that n = 1. Then F 2 TXP " 1 means that F is a ground instance of anatom or molecule from P . Clearly, P [ f :- dg and P [ f :- t is fg have a refutation(a body resolution and an is-rhs resolution followed by a term uni�cation, respectively).Now suppose that the result holds for n� 1. We distinguish the two cases for F .First, let d 2 TXP " n. By the de�nition of TXP there exists a ground instanceof a clause w :- V1; : : : ; Vm and an unnesting of its premises such that d = w� andSmk=1 unnestP (Vk�)
 � TXP " (n � 1) for some uni�er �. By the induction hypothesis,for each formula A in the selected unnestP (Vk�), for 1 � k � m, P [ f :- Ag has arefutation. Hence, P [ f :- Vk�g has a refutation, mimicking unnesting by attening.Because each Vk� is ground and attening only introduces new variables, these refuta-tions can be combined into a refutation of P [ f :- (V1; : : : ; Vm)�g. Thus P [ f :- dghas an unrestricted refutation and we can apply the mgu lemma to obtain a refutation ofP [ f :- dg.Second, let f :-& t 2 TXP " n. By the de�nition of TXP there exists a ground instanceof a clause e :- V1; : : : ; Vm & E and an unnesting of its premises such that f = e� andSmk=1 unnestP (Vk�)
[unnestP (t is E�)
 � TXP " (n�1) for some uni�er �. By the in-duction hypothesis, for each formula A in the selected unnestP (Vk�), for 1 � k � m,and unnestP (t is E�), P [ f :- Ag has a refutation. Hence, P [ f :- Vk�g andP [f :- t is E�g have a refutation, mimicking unnesting by attening. Because each Vk�and t is E� are ground and attening only introduces new variables, these refutations canbe combined into a refutation of P [ f :- (V1; : : : ; Vm; t is E)�g. Thus P [ f :- t is fg28



has an unrestricted refutation and we can apply the mgu lemma to obtain a refutation ofP [ f :- t is fg.For proving that every correct (relational or functional) answer is an instance of acomputed (relational or functional) answer we �rst transfer lemma 8.5 from [7].Lemma 5 Let P be a relational-functional program and F a relationship or setter. Sup-pose that 8(F ) is a logical consequence of P . Then there exists an SLV-refutation ofP [ f :- Fg with the identity substitution as the computed answer.ProofSuppose F has variables x1; : : : ; xn, anywhere in the relationship or on both sides of thesetter. Let a1; : : : ; an be distinct constants not appearing in P or F and let � be thesubstitution fx1=a1; : : : ; xn=ang. Then it is clear that F� is a logical consequence of P .Also, F� being ground, each formula A in some unnestP (F�) is a logical consequence ofP . Since each A is ground, theorem 3 shows that P [ f :- Ag has a refutation. Thus,P [ f :- F�g has a refutation, mimicking unnesting by attening. Since attening onlyintroduces new variables and the ai do not appear in P or F , by replacing ai by xi, for1 � i � n, in this refutation, we obtain a refutation of P [ f :- Fg with the identitysubstitution as the computed answer.Now, K. L. Clark's completeness result can be extended from logic to relational-functional programming. For relational goals we can adapt the formulation for de�nitegoals in [7].Theorem 4 (Completeness of relational SLV-resolution) Let P be a relational-functional program and Gr a relational goal. For every correct answer � for P [ fGrgthere exists a computed answer � for P [ fGrg and a substitution  such that � Gr= �.ProofLet the relational goal Gr be :- B1; : : : ; Bk. Since � is correct, 8((B1 ^ : : : ^ Bk)�) is alogical consequence of P . By lemma 5 there exists a refutation of P [f :- Bi�g such thatthe computed answer is the identity, for 1 � i � k. We can combine these refutationsinto a refutation of P [ f :- Gr�g such that the computed answer is the identity.Suppose the sequence of mgu's of the refutation of P [ f :- Gr�g is �1; : : : ; �n. ThenGr��1 : : : �n = Gr�. By the lifting lemma there exists a refutation of P [ f :- Grgwith mgu's �01; : : : ; �0n such that ��1 : : : �n Gr= �01 : : : �0n0, for some substitution 0. Let �be �01 : : : �0n restricted to the variables in Gr. Then � Gr= �, where  is an appropriaterestriction of 0.Again, the result for relational goals naturally carries over to functional goals.29
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